I. Call to Order 3:10 PM
II. Roll Call
Present: Punit Mehta-Vice Chair, Zaid Mansuri-Chair, Warren, Roosevelt, AS, Sixth, Marshall,
Absent: Muir, Revelle, Secretary

III. Approval of Agenda

IV. Approval of Minutes
   Liz makes motion
   Jenny Seconds

V. New Business

   A. Slack

   B. Potential Questions
      ● Deliberation on what our guiding questions should be
      ● Debate on if current landscape and historical landscape should be in this
      ● No data, can lead to using qualitative data from historical context or
        success in other schools
      ● Is there similar projects to provide context
      ● Main question useless, but the 2 sub questions are very useful
      ● Adam proposes to remove first main question and make the 2 sub
        questions actual questions
      ● Maybe using climate instead or with landscape
      ● Instead of historical context, is this something students want
      ● Rephrase to breadth and depth, and the quantitative questions
      ● Adam states a progression for the questions
      ● Should require some form of quantitative amount
      ● Does the proposal justify the budget
      ● Added this as a question
      ● Current or past campus landscape

   C. Tech Fee
      Tabled

VI. Announcements

VII. Adjournment
4:05
Motion: Zaid
Second: Punit